ENDANGERED!

HABITAT BOX: The place where a plant or animal lives, and where it can find all the things it needs for survival.

Your habitat is in good shape. Take an extra turn.

START

Same air, same water, same earth: We're all in this together

Where in the woods if you quietly stood could you contact a caribou?

See Threatened Box

HABITAT DESTRUCTION is the transformation of natural environments into sites for human activities.

The gila monster is the largest lizard in North America. Its scientific name is Heloderma suspectum suspectum.

For Your Information:

A tiger hunts by ambush. Its stripes help camouflage it so it can hide in tall

For Your Information:

INTRODUCED SPECIES is a plant or animal brought into a habitat where it did not.

HAT BANDS MADE OUT OF YOUR HIDE ARE IN FASHION. Go back 2 spaces

The second path to extinction: Overexploitation. Roll doubles on your next turn or go back to START.
A patch of forest in the Selkirk Mountains of Washington and Idaho is the only remaining North American habitat of the woodland caribou.

Threatened Box: A species is threatened if it looks like it’s going to become endangered soon unless something changes.

UH OH! Part of your habitat has just become a housing development. Lose a turn.

A coral reef is built of the skeletons of coral polyps.

UH OH! Part of your habitat has just become a housing development. Lose a turn.

The queen conch lives in the sea-grass beds in shallow waters of the Caribbean Sea.

The spotted owl flies in old growth forests in Washington and Oregon.

A new species has been introduced to your habitat. Go back 2 spaces.

Spotted owl flies? And who is this guy: Helopterum susceptor? Benefits concert raises consciousness about your habitat. Go ahead 2 spaces.

For your information: Overexploitation is the human use of a plant or animal at a rate faster than the species can...
RECOVERY PLAN BOX: A recovery plan is a plan designed to help an endangered species from becoming extinct. It usually includes restoring or protecting the places where a species lives, and carefully studying the plant or animal in question to learn how to help it survive.

ALL RIGHT! YOUR HABITAT’S BEING PROTECTED AND CAPTIVE-BREEDING PROGRAMS ARE WORKING. TAKE AN EXTRA TURN.

The largest remaining cheetah populations are in Namibia and East Africa.

The orca is also known as the Komodo dragon (for Komodo Island, where it lives).

The burying beetle makes sounds underground by rubbing its wings across its abdomen.

If you’re on the track of the great leatherback, would you be in a boat or a wagon?

FARMERS THINK YOU’RE A PEST AND THEY’RE SHOOTING YOU ON SIGHT. GO BACK 2 spaces

FROM HERE ON IN DOUBLES WILL WIN!! Roll doubles and go to SURVIVAL!!!
EXTINCT BOX: A species is extinct when no living members of the species exist.

YOU'RE GONE. KAPUT! TERMINADO. FINIS. THE END! SAY GOODNIGHT AND TURN IN YOUR MARKER

ENDANGERED BOX: A species is endangered if it is in danger of extinction. It's still around, but it might not be for much longer.

BIG TROUBLE. YOUR RIVERS ARE FULL OF CHEMICALS. YOU HAVE TO ROLL DOUBLES TO GET OUT!

The leatherback sea turtle is found in warm oceans and seas around the world.

The dama gazelle lives in the Libyan desert of Northern Africa.

The eagle isn’t really bald. It has feathers on its head.

The leatherback sea turtle is a species that lives in warm oceans and seas around the world.